Below you will find a series of upcoming events and employment opportunities within the European Parliament’s translation service. These events offer insight into how we work, and the vacancies section presents you with the opportunity to join us!

**Upcoming events**

**Europe Day**

To mark Europe Day, the translation service of the European Parliament will organize an online event. Through a series of interactive panels, talks and workshops, participants can get to know the Parliament’s translators, test their skills and expand their knowledge!

Find out more [here](#).

9 May 2021 | Online

**European Youth Event 2021**

The EYE brings together thousands of youth from the EU and beyond to shape and share their ideas on the future of Europe. This year’s event will most likely be a hybrid event, with some physical activities taking place in Strasbourg. The European Parliament’s translation service will participate in the event, offering among others insight into the work of a translator, a talk on multilingualism, online games and competitions.

Find out more [here](#).

08-09 October 2021 | Online/Strasbourg
**European Day of Languages**

At the Council of Europe’s initiative, the European Day of Languages has been celebrated every year since 2001 on the 26th September. Usually, each EU institution organises a series of their own events to mark the occasion. In 2021, guests will be invited to tune into events aiming to help promote awareness of the importance of language learning and protecting linguistic heritage.

Find out more [here](#).

**End of September 2021**

**Multilingualism Day**

To mark the European Day of Languages, the European Parliament organises its annual Multilingualism Day to celebrate all Europeans being able to follow, in their own language, the work of their democratic representatives in the world’s most multilingual parliament. This year, we are hoping for a hybrid event if possible, where guests will be able to enjoy talks, panels and worshops to peek behind the curtain and see how the Parliament works in 24 languages.

Find out more [here](#).

**25 September 2021 | Hybrid**

**Vacancies in the translation service of the European Parliament**

The translation service of the European Parliament is always on the lookout for new talent to join us in our mission to make the work of the European Parliament accessible to all citizens, in all 24 official languages of the EU.

These are the current opportunities to join the European Parliament as an official:
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE CLEAR LANGUAGE PROFESSIONAL (m/f)
Deadline: 21/04/2021

PROOFREADERS/LANGUAGE EDITORS - GREEK (EL)
Deadline: 23/03/2021

PROOFREADERS/LANGUAGE EDITORS - SPANISH (ES)
Deadline: 23/03/2021

PROOFREADERS/LANGUAGE EDITORS - ESTONIAN (ET)
Deadline: 23/03/2021

PROOFREADERS/LANGUAGE EDITORS - IRISH (GA)
Deadline: 23/03/2021

PROOFREADERS/LANGUAGE EDITORS - ITALIAN (IT)
Deadline: 23/03/2021

PROOFREADERS/LANGUAGE EDITORS - PORTUGUESE (PT)
Deadline: 23/03/2021

Other than applying for the specific vacancies for officials, the EU institutions also open regular CAST (Contract Agent Selection) Permanent selection competitions to recruit contract agents. These competitions have no deadline, as the application involves creating an EPSO (European Personnel Selection Office) account and registering into a candidate pool. When need arises, the recruiting services pre-select candidates from the database, who will be invited to sit various tests which may lead to an offer of employment.

There are two CAST (Contract Agent Selection) Permanent selection procedure competitions ongoing for the Parliament’s language services:

CAST Permanent selection procedure competition for translators

CAST Permanent selection procedure for proofreaders